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DES ARGI LES SURCON SOLI D EES LEGERES SOUM ISE A D EFORM AT I ON  PLANE
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K H. ROSCOE,  M .C. , M .A.

U n ¡ve r s i 'y Depar tment  of  Eng in ee r i ng ,  Cam b r i d g e , Eng land

SYNOPSIS A new plane-strain apparatus is described which can apply very large strains (with 
fixed principal axes) to soil samples. Principal stress (or strain) directions can be inter
changed at any stage of test. Internal strains are studied by X-ray methods and boundary 
stresses are measured in detail with load cells. Some results are presented of tests, with 
a wide variety of imposed stress paths, on a normally consolidated clay. These experimental 
results are compared with predictions from three theories developed at Cambridge for the 
stress-strain behaviour of such clays. For most stress paths there is good agreement between 
observations and predictions from the latest theory. The ratio of the principal stress normal 
to the plane of strain to the sum of the other two principal stresses is found to be approx
imately constant throughout all tests. Failure, according to the Mohr-Coulomb criterion, is 
confirmed for this "wet" clay. Interchange of the principal stress directions during shear
appears to reduce the undrained strength of the

1. INTRODUCTION

The prediction of the stresses and strains 
within a soil mass, under working loads, 
will seldom be possible without a knowledge 
of the truly triaxial stress-strain proper
ties of the soil. However for many field 
problems the plano-strain properties will 
suffice. The results of truly triaxial tests 
on rectangular prismatic samples , with fixed 
directions of the principal axes, have been 
published by Kjellman (1936) Shibata and 
Karube (1965) and Ko and Scott (1967) among 
others. Of these the only apparatus capable 
of applying sufficiently large strains to 
test adequately soft clays was that of Shib
ata and Karube, who restricted their atten
tion to plane stress conditions since during 
shear one of the principal stresses was main
tained constant for each of their tests. 
Rectangular prismatic samples of normally 
consolidated clay under undrained plane-strain 
conditions have been studied by Wade (1963).
In all the above tests the principal stress 
ratio was increased monotonically.

The truly triaxial behaviour of soil, with 
rotation of the principal stress directions, 
has been studied by several investigators 
tfith hollow cylinder test machines, and in 
plane strain with the simple shear apparatus.
In neither of these types of apparatus are 
the boundary contact stresses, and therefore 
the internal stress system, likely to be uni
form. However the detailed work of Roscoe, 
Bassett and Cole (1967) shows that within the 
middle third of a sample in the simple shear 
apparatus the stress conditions are reason
ably uniform.

The first part of this paper describes a new

clay.

biaxial plane-strain apparatus, which can 
apply very large strains to rectangular pris
matic samples. The axes of principal stress 
(and strain) are fixed by the apparatus but 
it is possible to interchange the relative 
magnitudes of the principal stresses (or 
strains) at any stage of a test. This biaxial 
apparatus was a prototype for a true triaxial 
apparatus that has been built at Cambridge, 
and both were designed so that boundary 
stresses and internal strains could be meas
ured. In the second part of the paper the 
results are presented of shear tests (includ
ing some with interchange of the principal 
stresses) in which samples of remoulded sat
urated Kaolin have been subjected to a wide 
variety of imposed stress and/or strain paths. 
The observed stresses and strains are com
pared with the predictions of theories recent
ly developed at Cambridge, the latest of which 
is the generalised stress-strain theory for 
"wet" clays described by Roscoe and Burland
(1968). A "wet" clay may be defined, for the 
purposes of this paper, as a clay which has 
never been subjected to a high degree of 
overconsolidation.

Throughout this paper when referring to prin
cipal stresses, or strains, the Roman sub
scripts I, II, III will be used to denote the 
major, intermediate and minor values of these 
quantities respectively. The Arabic sub
scripts 1, 2, 3 will denote fixed directions 
of principal axes within a test specimen in 
the biaxial machine.

2. THE PLANE-STRAIN BIAXIAL APPARATUS

The mode of action of the new biaxial machine
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Lb Indicated schematically in plan view In 
Fig.l. The rectangular prism o f aoll is

i

Fig.l. Biaxial mode of deformation.

constrained between two horizontal fixed rig
id smooth glass plateB which are 5 cm. apart. 
The vertical faces of the soil prism are 
each in contact with one of four moving rig
id smooth aluminium platens (A, B, C i  D) 
which can enforce the two horizontal dimen
sions of the sample to be any size between 
13 cm. and 6.8 cm. as shown in Fig.l. Each 
platen is attached to its two neighbours by 
freely running guides (e.g. A is attached to 
B by a guide in the 1-1 direction and to D by 
a guide in the 3-3 direction). When a pair 
of opposed platens (say A and C) converge or 
separate along the line 1-1 then the other 
two platens (B and D) move relative to each 
other in opposite directions parallel to 
this same line. Fig.2 is a photograph of the

Fig.2. The four biaxial platens prior to 
assembly.

four platens prior to assembly. Each platen 
(aB illustrated for platen C) has a guide 
rod E which fits into the guide hole F of the 
neighbouring platen (B). The loadB are app
lied to the soil sample by the active faces 
of the platens G, which can contain load 
cells (described in section 3) as shown for 
platens A and B. Fig.3 shows the apparatus

Fig.3. The biaxial apparatus without top glass 
plate.

partially assembled (without the upper glass 
plate). The four interconnected platens A,B,
C » D rest on P.T.F.E. discs (70 u thick) 
which are supported by the lower glass plate H. 
In Fig.3 the directions 1-1 and 3-3 are the 
same as in Fig.l. In the direction 1-1 equal 
loads or displacements are applied to the pla
tens A and C by the opposed rams J, which are 
mechanically linked by the chains Kj. A som- 
ilar mechanism is used to move the platens B 
and D in the direction 3-3. Linear roller 
thrust races (L in Fig.2) are placed between 
the rams and the backs of the platens to per
mit each platen to move freely in a horizon
tal direction perpendicular to its loading ram. 
A load can be applied to the chains either

under "stress-controlled" conditions by a 
frictlonless (Bellofram) piston M. (see Figs.
3 and 5), or under "strain-controlled” con
ditions by the screw drive N. after the pis
ton of M. has been locked. Separate synchro
nous electric motors control the air pressure 
valves on pistons M. and M, and the screw 
drives and N-. In this way predetermined 
stresses or strains can be continuously in
creased or decreased during a test.

The soil sample (P in Fig.3) is enclosed in a 
grease impregnated latex rubber membrane of 
unstretched size 9x9x5 cm. (Q in Fig.4). The

S
t

Fig.4. Rubber membranes Q and sealing 
discs R.

/
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holes la the horizontal faces of Q ara «s&led 
by discs R to which drainage tubes and pore 
pressure transducers are attached. During 
tests these discs are accommodated in recess
es in the glass plates H and o in Fig.5.

Fig.5. Biaxial apparatus during a test, with 
X-ray source (b) above.

A perforated sheet of filter paper is placed 
on the inside lower face of the membrane to 
facilitate drainage. The membrane is compel
led to deform with the sample by fitting its 
corners (S in Fig.4) into slots (T in Fig.2) 
in the platens. The normal stresses acting 
on the sample are transmitted through the 
membrane to the load cells and thus the stress 
measurement is independent of membrane tension 
and of friction in the mechanism.

Plane strain is ensured by rigidly attaching 
the upper glass plate (U in Fig.5) which is 
reinforced by a steel plate with a central 
orifice 15 cm x 15 cm, to the lower (similar
ly reinforced) glass plate H by four load 
cells V. There is always a clearance of 
about 5 x 10 cm. between the upper glass 
plate U and the top faces of the platens A,B,
C and D. Thus the load cells V measure the 
total vertical force on the sample, from whi
ch the average vertical principal stress 
can be calculated.

3. STRESS DISTRIBUTION ON THE SAMPLE 
BOUNDARIES

Fig.6 shows the eight load cells, modifi
cations of the type described by Arthur and 
Roscoe (1961), which form the active face of 
the platen A. Each load cell measures the 
force normal to its active face and the shear 
force in the direction parallel to its short

Fig.6. Eight load cells which torm active 
face G of platen A.

edge. Thus cells e ,  C and n measure the 
shear force in the 2-2 direction and the re
mainder in the 3-3 direction. The cells also 
measure the moment due to the variation of 
normal stress in the direction parallel to 
their short edges; this moment was observed 
to be extremely small and less than the pro
bable error in its measurement. The eight 
cells in platen B all have their long edges 
parallel to the 2-2 direction. All the load 
cells are kept cool and dry by a continuous 
flow of air.

Normal stresses can be measured over the 
range 0-1000 kN/m2 (145 psi), with a resolut
ion of 2 kN/m2 and a maximum likely error 
(which should not occur in more than 54 of 
the measurements) of 7 kN/m2. The correspond
ing figures for shear stresses are: 0-150 
kN/m2, 0.5 kN/m2 and 2 kN/m2 respectively.

Throughout all the tests the maximum deviat
ion in the normal stress over the active 
face G of any one of the platens was usually 
about 5% of the average stress on that pla
ten. In a few tests the maximum deviation 
was as large as 10% of the average, and two 
examples of such an unusually large variation 
are shown in Fig.7 (a) and (b). The normal

Fig.7. Boundary stresses on sample recorded
by load cells y, 6, ....p, and distri
bution of strain within sample deter
mined by X-ray methods: during (a) 
one-dimensional consolidation, and (b) 
initial 6% shear strain, in Test K.
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HAM BLY and
stresses recorded by the load cella along the 
Bides ZW and HX of the sample WXYZ are rep
resented by the lengths of the arrows In the 
large rectangles y , 6/ --..p. The magnitudes 
of the frictional shear stresses on the sam
ple are proportional to the lengths of the 
smaller sides of the shaded rectangles, while 
their directions are given by the arrows 
along the longer sides. The stresses on the 
load cells e, c and n which are mounted with 
their long edges parallel to ZW, are shown on 
the left of the diagrams. These load cells 
recorded zero shear stress.

Ideally there should be no variation in the 
normal stress on each boundary of the sample 
and there should be no shear stress. The 
shear stresses observed were larger than had 
been expected from preliminary friction tests 
on the silicone grease that was used to lub
ricate the membranes; during the biaxial tests 
the load cells occasionally recorded coeffici
ents of friction as large as 0.1. The normal 
stress variation in the directions ZW and WX 
is probably caused by these shear stresses, 
while the difference between the measurements 
of load cells e, c and n may be due to drain
ing only from the lower face of the sample.

The pore pressures at the centre of the top 
and bottom of the sample were measured with 
Bell and Howell pressure transducers. The 
top transducer ('a' in Fig.5) records the pore 
pressure at the maximum distance from the fil
ter paper drain. The bottom transducer (un
der the apparatus) measures the pore pressure 
in the lead to this drain.

4. STRAIN DISTRIBUTION WITHIN THE SOIL SAMPLE

Roscoe, Arthur and James (1963) showed that 
the local strains throughout a soil sample 
could be determined during various stages of a 
test by observing from radiographs the dis
placements of lead shot placed within the sam
ple. Fig.8 shows a radiograph obtained bv

Fig.8, Radiograph of lead shot in sample.

ROSCOE

transmitting X-rays from the source 'b' in 
in Fig.5 through the glasB plates and th£ 
soil sample to a film placed under the lower 
glass plate. The lead shot (200 p dia.) were 
probed into the Kaolin sample (when at a liqu
idity index of 1.5) as shown in Fig.8. It is 
possible to dfetermine the strains during any 
stage of a test for each triangular mesh form
ed by three adjacent shot. With the smaller 
(5 mm) mesh the standard error in the observ
ed strains was 0.4% strain but with a 2 cm 
mesh this was reduced to 0.1% strain. This 
latter figure was much less than the observ
ed variation of shear strain throughout the 
sample as typified in Figs.7 (a) and (b) for 
16 regions of a sample at two stages of a 
test. The strains are not perfectly homogen
eous, though the distribution is not skew 
symmetric as might be expected and appears to 
be somewhat random. Rupture surfaces were 
observed radiographically to emanate from the 
coriers W and Y subsequent to a further 6% 
shear strain beyond the conditions shown in 
Fig.7(b).

5. THE MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Samples of Spestone Kaolin (LL = 72, PL = 39, 
%<2y = 67) were remoulded at a moisture con
tent of 160% under a vacuum of 40 cm of mer
cury. The clay slurry was transferred from 
the mixer into the rubber membrane with a 
large "bicycle pump" type of extruder of ca
pacity 1.5 litres. When full the membrane 
was sealed and the upper glass plate fixed in 
position. After attaching the pore pressure 
transducer to the upper sealing disc the sam
ple was consolidated either one, or two, dl- 
mensionally. The rate at which the stresses 
or strains were applied during this initial 
consolidation was controlled so that the 
difference in the two pore pressure probe 
readings was less than 10 kN/m* or them 5% of 
the mean normal effective stress, whichever 
was the larger. During the subsequent shear 
stage of each test similar stress and strain 
rates were used and in constant volume tests 
the variation in the pore pressure through 
the sample was nearly always less than 3% of 
the mean normal effective stress. The aver
age duration of each test was two weeks.

During one dimensional initial consolidation 
the major principal stress (and strain) axis 
coincided with the 1-1 direction, whereas 
throughout two dimensional initial consolid
ation equal loads were applied in the direct
ions 1-1 and 3-3.

6. PLANE-STRAIN TESTS ON KAOLIN

Under the conditions of plane strain there 
is not, a priori, a unique relationship bet
ween the three principal stresses and it is 
necessary to consider them as three indepen
dent variables. The principal stresses (oi 
a l , ol)applied to a soil sample (Fig.9 (a)) 
can be represented by a vector (e.g. OR in 
Fig.9(b)) in three dimensional principal 
stress space, and the stress states applied 
to the sample during a biaxial test will 
form a three dimensional stress path in this

1 7 6
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oj'/oTo

Fig.9. Non dimensional representation (in (b)) 
of principal stresses on biaxial sample (in 

(a)) . i^J^alue of ci at end of initial
consolidStion.

space. In this paper these three dimension
al stress paths will be represented by pro
jecting them on to two planes in stress space 
namely on to the oI= 0 plane and on to the 
o l -  o' plane. This is illustrated in Fig.9(b) 
which shows the components of the vector OR 
in these planes. In this diagram the ortho
gonal axes represent the principal stresses 
divided by oJ which is the value of the major 
principal stress at the end of the 1-D or 2-D 
initial consolidation processes. This non 
dimensional representation facilitates com
parison of stress paths in tests with differ
ent initial stress levels. In this way the 
stress paths imposed during shear of samples 
prepared by 1-D consolidation will all start 
from point P in Fig.10(a), while those sub
sequent to 2-D initial consolidation will all 
start from Q in Fig.10(b).

Fig.10(a) shows the projections on the ol = 0 
plane of the wide variety of stress paths im
posed on samples after initial 1-D consolid
ation to point P. Test A was an undrained 
test while B, C and D were fully drained tests 
and in all these four tests the stress ratio 
(oVoI) was Increased monotonically. (The 
concept of drained tests needs clarification. 
The stress paths imposed during the customary 
"drained" tests in the laboratory are not re
lated to general field conditions; usually 
thsy follow the simplest experimental proced
ure that can be carried out in the apparatus 
available. The importance of studying a wide 
variety of fully drained tests with different 
imposed stress paths is made clear below.)
Test path PE corresponds to further 1-D con
solidation in the direction 1-1 as previously 
experienced during path OP. Test path PF rep
resents 2-D consolidation (£.= e,), while test 
path PG corresponds to 1-D consolidation in 
the 3-3 direction (e,= 0), subsequent to the 
1-D consolidation in the 1-1 direction (e,=0) 
during path OP. Tests H, I and J were fully 
drained, and test K an undrained test, with 
monotonically decreasing stress ratio a l / o l .  
The post failure stress paths of tests A; J 
and K are shown dotted. The test paths have

been plotted so that they all start from the 
single point P where (aj/oj ) is equal to the

average value of K (- 0.64) the coefficient of 
earth pressure at rest. In practice there was 
a scatter in the observed value of K with a 
standard deviation of 0.04 and the stresB 
paths have each been displaced by the small 
difference between the average, and their par
ticular, value of Kq.

Fig.10(b) refers to samples Initially consoli
dated under 2-D conditions along the path OQ 
(oj = a  I ). During the imposition of stress 
path QL there was complete pore pressure diss
ipation but nevertheless the path virtually 
corresponds to that of an undrained test, 
since the overall volumetric strain was only 
0.4%. Path QM was followed in another fully 
drained test, while path QN corresponds to 1-D 
consolidation in the 1-1 direction (e,= 0) 
following the initial 2-D consolidation OQ.
Path QS represents continued 2-D consolidation 
beyond OQ.

6.1 The Principal Stress o£.

Figs.10(c) and (d) show the projections of the 
stress paths on to the other plane in Fig.9, 
namely the o.j = oi plane in which the relevant 
non dimensional parameters are (o| + Oj)/o| /2

and o l / o \  . As before all stress paths have 
been Sllgfttly adjusted to start from the same 
points P and Q. The average value of 
ai/(oi+oi) during one dimensional consolidation 
was 0.39 (standard deviation 0.02) as repres
ented by line OPX in Fig.10(c), and during 
the two dimensional consolidation of four sam
ples was 0.36 (standard deviation 0.01) as 
represented by line OPY in Fig.10(d).

Compared to the wide range of the stress paths 
in Figs.10(a) and (b) the paths in Figs.10(c) 
and (d) lie close together and both the sets 
of paths are within ±10% of the line OX of 
equation oI = 0.39(01+0'). Consequently, as 
a first approximation, o' might be considered 
to be a constant fraction of (oi+o') during 
1-D and 2-D consolidation and during shear of 
normally consolidated Kaolin under plane- 
strain conditions.

The observed relationships between oi and 
(oj+oi) in Figs.10(c) and (d) can be compared 
with relationships predicted from the general
ised stress-strain theory for 'wet' clay of 
Roscoe and Burland (1968) , outlined by Burland
(1969). The predicted relationship for ol

oj 18 - M2 + 9n'2

i" = 2(M' + 9) ........  (1>

where n'= t/s; t = (o^- oj)/2; s = (o^+o^)/2 

and the fundamental soil constant

M = 6 sin $'/(3 - sin $') .... (2)

can be obtained from conventional triaxial 
(axi-symmetric) tests. It is shown,in section 
6.2,that the relevant value of ♦' is 23 giv
ing M = 0.9.

Fig.11(a) gives the predicted relationships 

between oj and (oj+oj) for initially 1-D

1 7 7
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Fig.10. Two projections of non dimensional stress paths observed during biaxial plane-strain 
tests after initial consolidation under (a) and (c) one dimensional, and (b) and (d) 
two dimensional, conditions. is the major principal stress at the end of
consolidation. o

Fig.11. Relationships predicted, by the theory of Roscoe and Burland (1968), between a  I and 
(aJ + oi) during shear after (a) one dimensional, and (b) two dimensional, initial 
consolidation. Compare these predictions with observed relationships in Figs.10(c) 
and (d) respectively. OX and OY are as in Fig.10.
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consolidated samplea and nay be nonpared dir
ectly with the observed relationships shown a* 
In Fig.10(c). In Fig.11(a) the line OX is 
the aaae aa in Fig.10(c). It will be noted,
In Fig.11(a), that the theoretically predict
ed value of a l  at P ia above that observed 
which lies on OX. This difference between 
predicted and observed values of K has been 
discussed in detail by Roscoe and Borland 
(1968). If it is ignored the agreement bet
ween predicted and observed stress paths is 
excellent. (In its present form the theory 
requires extension before it can be used to 
predict stress paths I, J and K.)

Fig.11(b) giving the predicted relationships 
between oi and (a'+al) for the initially 2-D 
consolidated samples may be similarly compar
ed to the observed relationships in Fig.10(d).

6.2 Conditions at Failure.

Fig.12 shows the relationship at failure (peak 
deviator stress) between the major and minor 
principal stresses (ô , observed in

*5'

5 0 0

4 0 0
-(6O p*0

_E
Z

3 0 0

200

lOOJ

1

/Consolidation Shear

■

▲

•

1 Dimensional

2  Dimensional

s r r ) r ;x o  

i (° T7 ct; ' ) > o

+
Axially Symmetric Test*  by 

Balasubramaniam

(30pni)

u lOO 200 o-' 
kN/m* *

Fig.12. oj A CTi n  at failure in^types of test.

four categories of test as shown in the table 
attached to this diagram. Three of these cat
egories were carried out in the biaxial mach
ine and the fourth by Balasubramaniam (1969) 
in a conventional triaxial apparatus using 
the same batch of Kaolin. The unique line ob
tained from all these results lends strong 
support to the Mohr-Coulomb rupture criterion. 
This criterion is, of course, not relevant 
to pre-failure conditions.

Though there appears to be a unique relation
ship between ?' and 0|tt at failure the Bhear 
strength (o'- a given voids ratio
(e) is dependant On the stress (or strain) 
history of the sample, as will now be illus
trated for the samples which failed after 
Initial 1-D consolidation. In Fig.13 the 
change Ae in the voids ratio from the end of 
one dimensional consolidation during shear to 
failure of these samples has been plotted

Fig.13. Change of voids ratio v. failure
strength for 1-D consolidated samples. 
Symbols as in Fig.12.

against (oi-oiii),-/ci0on a soâ e- The

failure points of tests A, B and C in which 
the principal stress ratio (o;/oI)was increas
ed during shear lie on a different line to the 
failure points of tests K, J, I and H in which 
this stress ratio was reduced with interchange 
of the principal stress directions. Samples 
K and J, in which there was little change in 
voids ratio, had a much lower failure strength 
than samples A and B; the undrained strength 
of K was less than two thirds of the undrained 
strength of A. The two lines ABC and KJIH 
converge at C, illustrating that in tests in 
which the imposed stress paths cause changes 
in voids ratio greater them 0.1 the failure 
strength does not appear to be altered by an 
interchange of principal stresses.

6.3 Comparison of Observed Strains with 
Predictions.

The stress-strain relationships observed in all 
the plane strain tests are discussed in detail 
by Hambly (1969); only a few typical results 
can be presented here. The principal strains 

and are related to the stress ratio 
t\ 1 = (oj-oi) / (cj+ci) in Fig. 14 (a) for the three 
undrained Stress paths of tests A, K and L.
The thin continuous lines in this diagram are 
the mean curves through the experimental poin
ts. In Figs.14(b)-(j) inclusive the corres
ponding relationships as observed experiment
ally, during a large number of the drained 
tests, are represented only by points. These 
observed relationships are compared with those 
predicted by three of the Cambridge theories. 
The chain dotted curves give the relationships 
as predicted by the earliest theory developed 
by Roscoe and Schofield (1963). An ideal clay 
obeying the assumptions of this theory was 
called "Cam Clay”. The broken (dashed) curveB 
give the corresponding predictions of this 
theory as first modified by Roscoe and Burland 
(1968) and the full line curves give the 
relationships as predicted by a further rev
ision of the theory in the same publication.
By assuming in all these theories that 'wet' 
clay is an isotropic rigid plastic work-hard
ening material its plane-strain behaviour was 
predicted using parameters measured in axially 
symmetric tests. The relevant equations for 
Cam Clay are shown by Hambly (1969) to be

1 7 9
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POINTS EXPERIMENTAL

CURVES PREDICTED FROM

---- Cam clay "1
-----Modified T̂heories

------ Revised

ALL STRAINS <*>

Fig.14. Relationships between principal strains (e , and c . )  and the stress ratio
n' ” (a?_<Ji)/ (ui+<Ji) / (a) observed in undrained tests and (b)-(j) as observed 
in, and predicted for, the drained stress paths in Fig.10.

180
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PLAN E STRAI N  O F
.... (3)

and

. x pHn' + «¿1 

l+e[M//3 s J

[¡i7& + S*] [m//3 - An-]
AX
I+e|

----- i4)

where A - +1 for n'>0 and A » -1 for n'<0,'
X is the gradient of the voids ratio - I n  
fstresB) line during consolidation, and was 
observed to be 0.30. M, s and n'were defined 
in section 6.1. The' corresponding equations 
for the modified theory were shown by Roscoe 
and Burland to be

X r2n’6n'
“ l+e[TTM77TP+rrrr5

and
6ê -fiej=

? ] ..«

X f2n' 6ti * , 6sir 2n' 1
T+e[( (M,V3) ̂ +n'2) + F][(M//3)a-n^l

.... (6)
Roscoe and Burland's (1968) further revision 
of the theory was made by adopting a proced
ure similar to that of Roscoe and Poorooshasb 
(1963). To each increment of strain predicted 
by equations (5) and (6) for a known stress 
increment they added the strain increments ob
served in an undrained test for the same cha
nge of n'• This revised theory requires fur
ther development to enable predictions of 
strains in undrained plane-strain tests from 
the results of undrained axisymmetric tests.

When inspecting the agreement between the ob
servations and the predictions of the three 
theories in Figs.14(b)-(j) it is important for 
the reader to cast his eye parallel to the 
strain axis for any given value of n1. It can 
be seen, for all the drained tests-in which 
the stress ratio was Increased monotonically 
(namely tests B,C and-D (initially 1-D con
solidated) and tests M and N (initially 2-D 
consolidated)), that (i) the Cam Clay theory 
seriously overpredicts the strains, (ii) the 
modified theory of Roscoe and Burland provides 
an accurate prediction for the 1-D consolida
ted samples of Tests B and C but overpredicts 
e, in test D; while for the 2-D consolidated 
samples of tests M and N it underpredicts the 
shear strains (e,- £,), (iii) their revised 
theory gives similar good agreement between 
predictions and observations to that provi
ded by the modifed theory in tests B,C and for 
e. in D, but is very significantly better for 
tests M and N. (The over prediction of e, in 
test D by all the theories is a consequence 
of their over prediction of Kq.)

For all the drained tests F, H, I and J in 
which the stress ratio (oVcri) was decreased 
monotonically all their stress paths initial
ly lie within the yield loci predicted by the 
Cam Clay and modified theories. (The entire 
stress path for test J lies within these loci). 
During these early stages of the tests both 
these theories predict zero strain. In con
trast the revised theory does predict strains 
throughout all the test paths. The excellent 
agreement between observation and prediction 
from this revised theory for tests F, H, I 
and J is apparent in Figs.14(e)- (h) inclusive.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

Some results of biaxial tests with a wide var
iety of imposed stress paths enabled the foll
owing conclusions to be drawn for normally 
consolidated Kaolin:- (a) The ratio ( a ' / { a J 
a')) can be considered to be a constant 
(0.39 ±10% for Kaolin) during consolidation 
and shear (with increasing and decreasing pri
ncipal stress ratio) prior to failure, (b)
There appears to be a unique relationship bet
ween o' and o' _at failure in plane strain and 
in axially symmetric tests, which approximates 
closely to the Mohr-Coulomb rupture criterion,
(c) The undrained failure strength of Kaolin 
is less after an interchange of the principal 
stresses than when there is no interchange.
In drained tests with Ae>0.1 an interchange 
of the principal stresses caused no reduction 
of the failure strength. (This conclusion was 
later confirmed by biaxial tests on remoulded 
Weald Clay.) (d) The strains observed in the 
tests were shown to be in very good agreement 
with the predictions of the 'revised' theory 
of Roscoe and Burland (1968).
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